Introduction
Interventional MRI (iMRI) provides several benefits such as high soft tissue contrast without contrast agents, multiplanar real-time imaging and no ionizing radiation, despite continual challenges. Cardiovascular interventions require catheter and guidewire (GW) devices to manoeuvre through vessels. A proposed method of device localization includes semi-active resonant markers on catheters and passive Iron Platinum nanoparticles (FePt-nPs) markers for GWs.
Methods
A double angle method (DAM) was implemented allowing for quantitative flip-angle (FA) maps for various coil designs (solenoid, single loop, saddle), quality factors and orientations in regard to the main magnetic field (B 0 ) to be computed. Images were obtained in a clinical 1.5T scanner (Signa HDx, GE) using SPGR and processed with a commercially available software package (MATLAB, Mathworks). Catheter resonators were tuned to the Larmor frequency (63.8MHz) and secured to the tip of a 5F catheter (Somatex). Passive markers consisted of 10mg/mL in-house synthesized FePt-nPs suspended in nail polish and discretely applied to a GW prototype tip (EPflex). Experiments employed an Elastrat model and 8-channel torso coil using BSSFP and FGRE sequences.
Results
Superior visualization (FA increase: factor 6 for FA<10°) of the saddle coils in the DAM lead to preferred use. During low FA (≤5°) imaging, signals obtained from the resonant markers (median area: 10mm
2 ) occurred only while signals from the background are suppressed. During real-time MRI, artefacts resulting from the FePt-nPs enabled distinct visualization of the GW markers plus mean marker size of 14mm/12mm (long/short axis). This facilitated fast navigation to targets with combined GW/catheter.
Conclusion
Resonant/FePt-nPs markers can be classified as MR safe as E-field coupling is avoided. Our work demonstrates that saddle coils are superior to other loop coils in closed bore magnets. Initial experiments agree with published results regarding time to acquisition of manual slice alignments. Automated device tracking is desirable and may be applied in the future.
